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Interview with Susan Tepper in UNCOV/rd (April 
2013) in Flash Fiction Chronicles1 

Susan Tepper: You're a man of science plus a prolific fiction writer. How does 

the factual / fictional reconcile for you? 

Marcus Speh: Scientists have always been great 

dreamers and this quality of dreaming is what got me 

into science. Quantum physics, higher mathematics 

appeal to me for their beauty, much like art. Writers are 

great dreamers, too, and to be good, they have to work 

diligently and exact like engineers. Science and writing, 

when they're solid and true, are about the same thing: making something 

wonderful, something miraculous happen for people. The longer I pursue both of 

them in my life the more I realize how similar they are in spirit. In my stories I often 

use scientists as characters and let absurd things happen to them.  Or vice versa, I 

resolve an absurd situation applying scientific method. I reconcile the 

factual/fictional by mixing them because they're mixed in my mind. 

Susan Tepper: Is an after-life some part of your conscious belief 

system? Or unconscious? 

Marcus Speh: Well, if it were truly unconscious I wouldn't know 

it, would I? Though one of my favorite pastimes is gaining 

exclusive, efficient access to my effervescent unconscious-e.g. 

by recording my dreams. A dream is a kind of afterlife in the 

here and now and this is as much as I'm prepared to say on the 

topic short of sharing my favorite Pearly Gates joke…actually 

I'm totally lying: I don't know any jokes and if you'd tell me a great one, I'd ruin it in 
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the telling! - A truthful answer to your question is reserved for the confessional. But 

when you look at my writing, the sheer number of mythical creatures, angels, gods 

and demons would certainly make you suspicious of my beliefs. You couldn't help 

noticing a lot of references to death and dying. You might wonder if I'm not writing 

to ward off death. You'd recognize a strongly pulsing existential vein which would 

make you think that I might be very concerned about an afterlife and about worlds 

beyond our world. And you'd be right. Harold Bloom might be correct in saying 

"The religious genius is a dead mode," but death is a good reason as any to be 

religious. And unlike Woody Allen, I'd like to be there when it happens. In fact, I 

might write about nothing else but death from now 

on. You see why I can't tell jokes: I'm just too dead 

serious. 

Susan Tepper: “Thank You For Your Sperm” which is 

the title of your new book, is also a story title in this 

wildly eclectic fiction collection.  The book 

encompasses cultures, continents, species, time 

zones, universes, gender — all under the single 

umbrella (raincoat?) of that magical substance 

called sperm (in English). 

Marcus Speh: I'm glad you ask about the title. A 

female reader called the title "scary" (I never found 

out why). You call it "magical" which is much closer 

to the spiritual and biological truth of the matter. The 

collection is eclectic indeed, not only because of the 

range of topics that you referred to but also 

stylistically. The stories were written over a period of 

three years. In this time I believe I developed 
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significantly, also by virtue of the very generous 

response from many more experienced writers 

(like yourself), writing communities, and the 

magazines that took flight with my fiction under 

their wings. When I put these stories together I 

knew that it consisted of widely disparate 

pieces; in order to maintain the integrity of the 

whole, I grouped the stories thematically and 

arranged them within each theme 

chronologically. Hence there is something like 

a narrative arc not unlike other well-known flash 

fiction collections. I'm thinking of Baudelaire's 

'Le Spleen de Paris' for example, 'The World 

Doesn't End' by Simic or Lydia Davis' 'Samuel 

Johnson Is Indignant' — a mixture of prose 

poems, proper flash fictions and short stories. It 

doesn't have the coherence or eveness of your 

own collection 'From the Umberplatzen', but 

my next book, 'Gizella', forthcoming from Folded Word Press, hopefully will. 

'Gizella' is a novel structured as a mosaic of linked flash fictions. The story that lent 

the title to 'Thank You For Your Sperm' is, as you may expect, a bit of a romp, in 

which a bunch of Greek gods get down and dirty. It's definitely not scary though 

and more than marginally magical! 

Susan Tepper: Scary?  Maybe for a cloistered nun.  By the way, you guys seem 

to win all the big fiction prizes.  Frankly, I have been interviewing more men 

than women writers.  In my opinion the men are taking more risk.  It is a 

choice open to both genders. 
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Marcus Speh: I know that you're more fearless than most, Susan! I think maybe 

women have to take different kinds of risks than men do, and perhaps the zeitgeist 

rewards one kind of risk over the other at different times, or in different places. In 

my life, I'm not a very risk-taking individual but I'd like to think that I'm capable of 

taking creative risks. Henry James said: «The very meaning of expertness is 

acquired courage to brace one's self for the cruel crisis from the moment one sees 

it grimly loom.» He wasn't talking about economic crisis but about the «difficult, 

dire process of selection and comparison, of surrender and sacrifice» whenever we 

make art. One of the sections of my collection is called "The Serious Writer". The 

unnamed protagonist of its flash fictions struggles with his novel, his mother and 

his penis (not in the same story), buries his hamster, buys an iPad, occupies Wall 

Street and faces his last story. His challenges follow fairly closely my own path as a 

serious writer. Like James, I'm more than a little interested in looking at this path 

from all sides rather than just walking it. Perhaps an artifact of coming to serious 

writing later in life? The interest in my own method, my path, my snags, my tools, 

takes away some of the fear of not succeeding by creating transparency and 

making my unconscious process conscious. Like all knowledge it can also be a 

burden, but I at least feel that it helps me take risks and give structure to my life as 

a writer. 


